
Presentation for AGM’s



Introduction – Neal Holloway General Manager
Thank you for inviting me to speak at your AGM even if virtually and I am only sorry I am not able to 
meet you all in person So, what do you need to know about me…?

So, as you know my name is Neal Holloway and I am the new GM at Belton Woods. I promise 
straight away that you have me for a while as I know you have seen a few over the last few 
years!!Yes, I do play and love watching Golf although haven’t really had time over the last 10 years 
or so but would love to think could still shoot in the mid 90’s without any practise!! Hopefully I will 
get more of an opportunity to play here.

My golfing idol was Seve so that gives you a good idea of my age! Ill tell you in person which 
football team I support!

I have spent my life in hotels coming through the F&B route from Executive Chef, F&B Director to 
General Manager, I have worked in operations from 200 rooms to 900 rooms so I would like to think I 
have a seen a lot in my time but this is my first time at a golf resort.

I know that the course (and maybe yourselves) have been not looked after as well as they should 
have in the past but I will endeavor to do as much as I can to improve this situation!



So what are the plans for Golf?
My synopsis is having not played or even walked the course thoroughly 
yet as I alluded to earlier is that the course is in poor condition for a few 
reasons, general soil type, under investment, being over played, lack of 
machinery to allow green keeping teams to be effective, allowing 
second best

SO…..



Planned Golf Investments 2021

Machinery

2 x Greens Mowers

1 x Tees Mower

2 x Fairway Mowers

2 x Utility Vehicles with all 
attachments etc etc

2 x Rough Mowers

1 x Green Turf Iron

Course

Tees, Greens, Paths, Aesthetics

2021 £47.5k

2022 £50.5k

2023 £61.5k



Planned Hotel Improvements 2021

Hotel

Gastropub to replace Stanton's 
including outside seating area

Small improvements to Claret Jug 
especially furniture

Improved aesthetics of all 
entrances

Plus numerous other smaller 
projects

Spa

New treatment rooms

New spa dining area

Increased seating pool

Design and aesthetic 
improvements

Spinning Studio


